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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements is true of the business interest on the project? 

A. Ensures the project provides value for money 

B. Ensures the requirements for the project are defined 

C. Ensures the products produced meet the desired quality 

D. Represents the users of the product 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is an appropriate entry for the Lessons Log? 

A. This is the first time that the Ministry of Food Hygiene (MFH) has been involved in outsourcing. 

B. Based on feedback from other government departments, the Ministry of Trade and Industry has provided the names
of two outsourcing companies that are unreliable and should not be included as potential service providers. 

C. The feasibility study estimated that the outsourcing project would take two years to complete. 

D. Only the Information Technology Division and Facilities Division will be outsourced. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

During previous projects, stakeholders became confused when using a number of separate project registers. Therefore,
when preparing the risk management approach, the project manager created a risk register template and added it to an
integrated project register. This register is a spreadsheet that includes project assumptions, issues, dependencies, and
now risks, on separate pages. 

Is this appropriate for a risk register, and why? 

A. Yes, because the project registers should be tailored to meet the needs of the organization. 

B. Yes, because risks are often identified as a result of issues being raised. 

C. No, because an integrated project register should include the quality register as well. 

D. No, because assumptions and dependencies are sources of risk. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference http://prince2.wiki/Quality_Register_Template 
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QUESTION 4

Who is responsible for ensuring that the value-for-money solution is constantly reassessed? 

A. Business Assurance 

B. Senior User 

C. Corporate or Programme Management 

D. Reject Support 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

During stage 3, project costs are increasing but there will still be a positive return on investment, as documented in the
business case. However, corporate management has recently revised its targets for return on investment and has
decided 

to stop the project as it will not meet the new targets. 

Is this an appropriate application of the `continued business justification\\' principle? 

A. Yes, because changes in corporate strategy may impact a project\\'s justification. 

B. Yes, because a change in a project\\'s justification should trigger premature closure. 

C. No, because the project business case still justifies a project. 

D. No, because changes in corporate strategy should not impact a project once authorized. 

Correct Answer: C 
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